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MEPBM is a great game (credit to its original
inventors!) and has become a bit out of focus with
its original intent, original game balance, and the
flavor of Tolkien’s world given growth in player
knowledge and playing style. The buyout of
MEPBM will allow the game moderators to make
changes to update the game and allow the GSI folks
to continue doing what they enjoy most – inventing
great new games. Here are the top 10 reasons we
should be glad our game moderators to have the
ability to update the game:
Welcome to my capital, here’s the keys.
Currently it is a piece of cake for dark servants
to waltz into Lothlorien or granite-enclosed Moria
or hidden Rivendell and get away with doing
whatever they want, slaughtering characters at will
and disbanding entire armies. Same thing for free
peoples walking into the Black Gate or Minas
Morgul or Barad-Dur. Any free or dark capital is as
easy as pie to walk into and affords virtually no
protection to its inhabitants, resulting in great
frustration to players who can’t even manage their
own nation. Unheard of! J.R.R. is rolling in his
grave. These places were inaccessible and assassins
weren’t even a major focus of Tolkien’s work. Even
stealthy allied characters were routinely caught and
brought before the king when in foreign lands. One
possible solution: increase protection of local militia
in all population centers by 50%, and by 500% in
the capital. Even a super-agent should rarely be
able to succeed in an enemy capital, and no enemy
should be allowed to issue a surprise challenge inside
the gates of an enemy capital. Leave agent actions
mostly to the wilds and to smaller populace. Even
the Nazgul favored working in isolated locations
where no help was available.
Artifact Garage Sale.
In 1650 and 2950, artifacts are a dime a dozen
and everyone knows what they are, and within a
couple of turns, where they are (for the most
powerful items in the artifact race). When you get
to the location at this arbitrary point in the Middle
Earth timeline, you find numerous other characters
there trying to suddenly retrieve the same artifacts
with riddle answers known by everyone. This isn’t
adventure, it’s trying to go through the motions
faster than your opponents. In the original version
noone knew the artifact descriptions. Solution:
scramble the artifact numbers and abilities in 1650
and 2950 just like in FA, and rehash the artifact
encounter process with a new wave of creativity,
all in the spirit of adventure. Even Elrond was
impressed when the Bilbo and the Dwarven
company recovered elf-blades from a troll’s lair!

Dragon Flea Market. Also in 1650, we have the most
rare and intelligent and powerful and selfish,
idiosyncratic, temperamental creatures in Middle Earth
called DRAGONS. Yet any character can waltz up to
one of these mythic creatures (and the locations are
predictable) and sign them up at will to destroy
numerous enemy armies simply by giving a stock
response that everyone knows and doesn’t change from
turn to turn or game to game. Again, in the original
version noone knew the “one correct response per
dragon” but now everyone knows. This makes Bilbo’s
fated encounter with Smaug look like a couple of Hobbit
maidens getting together for afternoon tea.
Ineffectual Nations. There are nations in 1650 with
abysmal command ranks that can’t even successfully
change relations, allegiance or taxes or remove harbors
and as a result get squashed by opponents they can’t
attack who have no trouble downgrading relations with
them (e.g., Haradwaith, Quiet Avenger). That’s no
trouble the way the game USED to be – when military
campaigns unfolded more slowly, noone knew the map
or the objectives, and neutrals generally stayed neutral
longer. Let’s let everyone participate in the blitzkrieg!
Infinite Intelligence. Similarly, in the original version
noone really knew what was in the world other than on
their own map. Now every nation in 1650 or 2950
knows exactly the size and composition of enemy
characters, armies, population centers, locations,
artifacts and everything else of every opponent’s
starting setup. In Tolkien’s Middle Earth, nations didn’t
even know those things about their nearest allies! Not
only unrealistic and unbalancing, but a bit boring and
predictable as well. You can project exactly your
enemys’ capabilities and therefore your “correct move”,
and the opening moves of the war are so very important.
What if these factors were varied a bit from game to
game (perhaps within certain parameters to preserve
game balance)? What if the game maps varied in 1650
and 2950 just like in FA, and maps could be moved?
Currently a lot of player planning goes around knowing
exactly where the edge of your enemy’s maps and
borders are – unrealistic in Tolkien’s Middle Earth.
The Middle-Earth information age. With the modern
prevalence of internet communications, Middle-Earth
has been transformed from a world of estranged peoples
to a linked network where anyone can communicate
with anyone instantly. Winning the war is mostly a
function of which teams have the most time to dedicate
to continual joint communication and planning. Fun for
some, but others who are busy might prefer to be able
to participate (and maybe even win!) with less time
commitment, or to have game success depend on solo
strategies rather than instant networking skills in Middle-

Tolkien A-Z:
Aragorn
Aragorn first appears in Fellowship of the Rings when he begins
travelling with Frodo, Sam, Merry
& Pippin. Originally they knew
him only as a ranger named Strider
and didn't trust him until they realised he was a friend of Gandalf.
Even then it was a long time before Sam truly trusted him.
Aragorn became one of the central figures in The Lord of the Rings
and became the king referred to in
the title of the third book. He was
also later known as Elessar (Elf
Stone).
Aragorn's father Arathorn
was chieftain of the Dúnadain
from the northen regions of
Eriador. Arathorn died in an orc
raid when Aragorn was only two
years old. Aragorn and his mother
Gilraen went to Rivendell where
Elrond raised Aragorn as a son.
Aragorn wasn't told of his true
name and lineage until he was an
adult and until then he was known
by the name Estel. When he was
twenty years old Elrond gave him
the shards of Narsil - sword of his
ancestor Elendil. He also gave him
the ring which was given to one of
Aragorn's more distant ancestors
Barahir in the First Age. The ring
of Barahir was a token of friendship between his people and elves
and was later kept by the kings of
Numenor. Aragorn later gave this
ring to Arwen and she kept it until they were married. Elrond also
had the scepter of Annúminas,
though he didn't give that to
Aragorn until he later became the
rightful king of Gondor. This
scepter was the chief symbol of
royalty in Numenor and later in
Arnor.
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Earth. Solution: more players (or explayers who no longer have the time)
might consider signing up for gunboat
games, and I’d like to see gunboat
extended to Fourth Age. This might
require certain game modifications to
bring the game back into balance, for
example pre-aligning nations and
altering or eliminating the kingdoms.
This game might be called “cutthroat”
because I imagine some nations would
be eliminated quickly if poorly
positioned or surrounded and unable
to be supported by teammates.
Sounds like fun!
Agent anarchy. Much has been said
on this, and modifications to the agent
game have been attempted in the past
with limited results. In the end, FA
players still favor agent SNAs and
other agent powers, expensive as they
are. The prevalence of various
limited-agent scenarios should be a
hint to the game company about what
players desire and where the game is
unbalanced. Currently, entire Middle
Earth nations can be debilitated merely
because a few individuals are
assassinated or worse, hostage. One
of many solutions: drastically change
the hostage rules to where hostages
can be retired, replaced, or escape
much more easily. Further, entire national economies
can be debilitated merely by a handful of thieves in
the outlying populace. One of many solutions: make
it harder and make gold takes much less, and move
the gold theft phase to the end of the turn phase
(after hiring characters and researching spells, for
example). Further, entire armies can be disbanded
merely because one person is assassinated. Unheard
of in Tolkien’s Middle Earth. Perhaps allow any
commander to move to the location to replace the
command function by the end of the turn (after
assassination and character movements). Other
adjustments to the turn sequence might make sense
as well. Or allow the army to sit idle (and defend
itself if need be with a negative modification and
standard tactics) but not be able to move or attempt
other functions until the commander is replaced. Or
have the lost troops rally again at the nation’s other
armies or population centers (or subsequent recruit
troop orders get a few extra troops over the next five
turns or so). This wouldn’t totally remove the
effectiveness of agents! Another bizarre agent
function is part of interrogating a hostage. Imagine
that your character is kidnapped on turn 5. On turn
10 you move your capital. On turn 11 the enemy
interrogates your hostage and he reveals your nation’s
capital location – how did the captive character know
the new location? He’s been in captivity for months.
That undermines the immense investment in moving
a capital to deflect enemy attacks. Given the relative
lack of mention of assassins in Tolkien’s work,
perhaps nations should be limited to one agent each,
or one assassination attempt per nation per turn given
the amount of investment and planning and risk such
a mission should realistically involve.
Boring allegiances. Perhaps partly because of the
above reasons, “Free People aren’t fun”! These
wonderful and flavorful peoples of Middle Earth have

weak and unimaginative nation designs in 1650 and
2950. They are mostly a collection of 30-point
commanders who can do nothing but recruit troops
and get assassinated. Because of this, the ability ranks
of FP character casts and armies generally don’t go up
because they don’t last and you can’t become attached
to any of your favorite characters or strategic efforts.
Free people have few artifacts and powerful characters
unless you are playing the elves. All the work and
planning and strategy is very frustrating because it just
gets blown away by agents and dragons and DS win
most of the time in these scenarios. It probably wasn’t
the same in the early days of the game before everyone
knew exactly what the targets and strategies were.
Spice and variety. Many of us have been playing the
game for a long time because we love it. However, it
wouldn’t take too much effort or unbalance the game
to simply, periodically inject new spice into the game
and keep us all as interested customers for a long time
to come. Everyone knows the encounter lists and NPC
names and effects; let’s try some new ones or vary the
effects of current ones from time to time. Individual
victory conditions could be varied and perhaps tied to
some interim game outcome for your nation that actually
matters (e.g., a sudden small influx of wealth or
populace or troops or loyalty or character slots or
ranks or artifacts or map information to your nation
due to accomplishing various individual victory
conditions). Also, let’s get some new character portraits
and just keep bringing new variety to all aspects the
game on a regular basis – we are here for adventure
after all!
Improved game mechanics and variants. Middle Earth
Games has done a great job with creating and allowing
new game variants and keeping us interested – let’s
give them the power to keep doing that and to improve
the game mechanics as well!

For the next thirty years, Aragorn
travelled far on his own and with
the sons of Elrond, Elladan and
Elrohir. He travelled under different names in different lands and
always helped the people in those
lands to oppose Sauron's forces.
He became a close friend of Gandalf
and learned a lot from him. For a
time he went in disguise under the
name of Thorongil (meaning eagle
of the star) aided King Thengel of
Rohan (father of Theoden). From
there he went to Gondor and
served Ecthelion II the steward of
Gondor (father of Denethor II). As
Thorongil he was seen as a rival
by Ecthelion's son Denethor.
While Aragorn was at
Rivendell, he met Arwen, Elrond's
daughter who had come to visit.
Arwen had been living with her
mother's people in Loth Lórien
since her mother Celebrían was the
daughter of Galadriel. Aragorn and
Arwen later married after he was
crowned. However, her choice to
marry a mortal man meant that she
also had to live as a mortal and
forsake her family.
Aragorn was a descendant of
the kings of Numenor through
Elendil and his son Isildur. He carried the sword of Elendil during
much of the story and was often
referred to as the heir of Isildur.
He was the only rightful heir to
the throne of Gondor and at the
end of the story he was crowned
as King Elessar of Gondor. After
Aragorn was crowned, he married
Arwen. They had a son named
Eldarion who later inherited the
throne of Gondor from Aragorn.
The Peter Jackson film portrayed Aragorn as being initially
reluctant to take on the role of king
for fear of falling in to darkness as
Isildur did. In the book there was
no such reluctance. It was widely
accepted by him and his people
from the north that he was the
chieftain of the northern Dúnadain
and was the rightful heir to the
throne of Gondor.
The film also portrayed him
as being of a similar age to Boromir
and Faramir. He was in fact only a
year younger than their father
Denethor II, who was portrayed
as being a much older man in the
film. Because Aragorn was of the
blood of Numenor, he was longer
lived than most men and would
have appeared younger than he
was (He was 88 years old when he
was crowned King of Gondor and
lived to the age of 210).
Aragorn was played in the film
by Viggo Mortenson.
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Tweak your Nation

by Brian D. Mason

While many of us are quite good players, and can
develop strategies to suit individual conditions or
nations as the need arises, these tried and true
“tweaks” to your national tactics can improve your
nation with very little adjustment to your game play.
1. The 90% rule : If you’re doing a NatTran always
do 90% rather than 100%. At 100% you pay a 10%
penalty and get 90%. At 90% you pay a 9% penalty
and still get 90%. The extra 1% isn’t a lot, but these
after all are “tweaks.”
2. 947 & 948 to the #1 source : If you’re doing the a
947 followed by a 948 to get commodities to an ally,
send them to the #1 source of the commodity. The
10% penalties will
be less significant
there.
3. The 60% rule :
Raise taxes to 60%
early and leave
them there. This
tax rate is the
maximum
for
“break
even”
loyalty returns.
Raising taxes up
and down wastes
orders and you end
up worse off than
with one single
raise. If you’re going to do it eventually, you might
as well do it on turn 1. The extra revenue will start
right away even if you don’t need it immediately,
and represents extra income. Also, you will get the
tax raise loyalty at pop centers before you start
placing low loyalty camps. I don’t want to hear any
more from wealthy nations on my team that they
like the loyalty improvements at 39%. There is
somebody on the alliance who can use the cash.
4. The rule of 1 : For armies that are sitting and doing
nothing, make sure they have at least 1 food in the
stores. Just having 1 food in the baggage train will
increase your offensive strength by 0.25-0.75%
every turn due to morale improvements.
5. The zero-zero plan : Get your per turn deficit
near zero and your surplus near zero. If your per
turn deficit is near zero you won’t have to worry
about begging or selling for gold. The failure of an
order can spell doom for your nation. If your surplus
is near zero you won’t be a victim of thieves. Keeping
it slightly more than zero insures that you’ll get the
theft message, so will know if somebody is trying to
steal from you. Want to do some development? No
problem. Emmissary orders come before agent orders.
Don’t rely on sells or loans (gifts) from your allies.
You are responsible for your own economy. Your
playing a soverign nation. Treat it as such.
6. Good pop center placement : Pay attention to the
climate zones when developing pop centers. Pay
attention to the map for hexes you see and hexes the
enemy doesn’t. If you’re DS develop in mountains,
FP avoid them. This is for the emmissary benefits
(detriments) of dragons. This can also have a great
impact or whether you destroy or capture a pop
center.

7. Get rid of excess development : Why pay for harbours
and ports when you’re not using them? Get your allies
to sabotage them with their agents. It will save you
money and improve their agents faster.
8. Steal and Double from each other : Allies should
steal from each other early on to improve low to
moderate rank agents and double as many allied
characters as possible. Knowing when they’re NOT
doubled is a great way to find out when they are by the
enemy.
9. No “pure” armies : Try not to have armies with pure
weapons or armour (wood, leather, bronze, steel,
mithril). If the enemy sees that in a army combat report
they know exactly what your rank is in weapons or
armour and can
plan accordingly.
10. Armies are
better in attack
than defense : If
you’re paying for
troops you might
as well use them.
2000
heavy
infantry
not
fighting cost the
same as the same
batch fighting, but
they won’t cost as
much next turn.
11. Go after pop
centers first : If you attack enemy pop centers you’re
making your economy better (through troop losses)
and the enemies worse (due to pop center losses). It’s
a win-win combat. If there are no enemy armies there,
so much the better as you won’t have to worry about
refusing and can move on to the next target.
12. Fight at enemy pop centers : Fighting an enemy
army at their pop center gives you the chance to capture
or destroy it (if you have the force) and can make it
difficult for them to recruit.
13. Assign each character a task : Decide what you
need characters to do, command armies, guard locations,
place camps, etc., and move them to the task at hand
and get them working in that area. Don’t improve
characteristics just for the priveledge of paying more
for your characters.
14. Plan and plan again : Write out orders several turns
in advance. Yes, you’ll probably change them, but it
can help you see things that aren’t immediately
apparent. For example, you can’t recruit cavalry on
turn 15 if you don’t transfer leather or turn 13, because
everybody will be busy on turn 14.
15. Share, share, share : Share you pdf with players of
your alliance. Send out your plans or moves and ask
somebody to check them or comment on them. We all
make mistakes, and having the humility to ask
somebody to check your moves can improve your play
and your relationships with fellow players.
16. Distribute your artifacts wisely : Your characters
often don’t start with the distribution of artifacts you
want. Get them properly distributed, and share them!
There is, for example, no reason the Noldo should have
all those combat artifacts. Give them to someone who
will use them.

Tolkien A-Z:
Bilbo Baggins
'In a hole in the ground there lived
a hobbit'. Bilbo was of course the
hobbit referred to in these opening
words of The Hobbit and was also
the main character of the book.
Bilbo was a respectable hobbit from
The Shire. Like most hobbits, he
certainly didn't have any plans of
going on great adventures or becoming a hero. All that changed
when 13 dwarves and the wizard
Gandalf turned up on his doorstep.
What followed was an adventure
involving encounters with dangers
such as trolls, goblins, wolves, giant spiders and last of all a great
dragon named Smaug.
One event in his journey that
perhaps seemed less important at
the time, proved to be one of the
most significant events in Tolkien's
stories. This was the meeting of
Bilbo and Gollum, deep in the dark
depths of the Misty Mountains. Just
before they met, Bilbo had found
Gollum's ring in the darkness,
though Gollum didn't know he had
lost it. Bilbo made a deal with
Gollum over a game of riddles. If
Gollum asked a riddle that Bilbo
couldn't answer, he would eat Bilbo.
If Bilbo asked one that Gollum
couldn't answer, then Gollum would
show him the way out. After several riddles from both, Bilbo asked
Gollum what was in his pocket (referring to the ring Bilbo had found).
When Gollum failed to answer, he
slipped off, pretending to get something before helping Bilbo. In fact,
he intended to get his ring to make
him invisible, so he could attack
Bilbo. The ring of course was with
Bilbo all the time. When Gollum
discovered his ring (his precious)
was gone, he chased Bilbo, accusing him of being a thief (despite
the fact that Gollum himself had
only gotten the ring after killing a
friend for it). As Bilbo fled from
Gollum, he put the ring on and discovered that it made him invisible.
He then followed Gollum to an exit
from the mountain and continued
on his way.
This ring that Bilbo got from
Gollum was none other than
Sauron's ruling ring that had been
lost. The power of that ring prolonged his life so that he lived
longer than any other hobbit in The
Shire had done. At the beginning of
Lord of the Rings, Bilbo left his
home of Bag End and all his possessions (including the ring) to his
nephew Frodo. He then went to
live at the elven sanctuary of
Rivendell where he had visited on
his earlier journey. He spent much
of that time writing about his adventures. Eventually, he departed
in to the west with Frodo and the
bearers of the three elven rings.
Bilbo in the film was played by
Sir Ian Holm

The Creation of Middle-earth PBM
T.A. c 1650

by William B Feild Jr. & Peter Stassun
First published in White Wolf

Remembering back to the first time we read 'The
Trilogy', we each vividly, joyfully, and tearfully recall many scenes that were unfolded before our mind's
eye by Professor Tolkien. Throughout the design of
Middle-earth Play-By-Mail (ME-PBM•) we reminded ourselves of these elements of Tolkien's world
and legends, and the characters of The Lord of the
Rings in particular, and tried to allow the players to
experience the enjoyment of reliving, or experiencing
for the first time, the same such joy and emotion.
This became the one unbending rule that we applied
over and over again in molding the game into what it
is.
Starting with this rule, and the vision of J.R.R.
Tolkien, GSI added its own flavor of what we wanted
for the game and combined it with the thoughts and
encouragement of the folks at Iron Crown Enterprises
(I.C.E.). The chemistry was interesting and fascinating because of the extremely high standards that each
brought to the project. One of the most difficult factors to overcome was that each group that contributed to the design had a different vision of what they
saw in Middle-earth. Combining these vision into
one proved an incredible challenge. The result is more
grand than we could have anticipated.
GSI wanted the game to be 'state of the art': Each
ME-PBM turn includes roughly a dozen pages of
laser-generated output - incorporating well-organized
text; descriptive prose detailing the results of each
turn; graphics: which include a hex map presentation
of each player's home region including icons representing armies, cities, harbors, terrain, roads, bridges,
etc.; and individual reports on the actions of the heroes, including a portrait and statistics for each character. Additionally, each registration includes a 2'x3'
four-color map of northwestern Middle-earth with a
hexagonal grid overlay that will facilitate the players
plotting out their actions and plans.
We wanted a game broad in scope - one that would
allow the players to operate in the strategic arena as
well as to role-play at the individual character level.
We wanted to encourage the players to explore the
rewards of the economic activities via the market.
We also wanted the players to deal with the diplomatic theater, and ultimately, to challenge their lore
of Middle-earth as well. To this end, we focused the
game mechanics on the heroes of Middle-earth - the
goals and direction are provided by the player, but
the actions are carried out by each hero under their
command. These characters can lead armies, kidnap
diplomats, manipulate the market, steal artifacts, solve
riddles, or sack citadels. Although these actions influence different levels of the game, the heroes are
still the focus of these actions.
The Lord of the Rings focused on the neverending
struggle between Good and Evil. This served as the
starting point for our design. We elected a novel format for the game - the idea of 'team play' - and divided the players into 2 distinct sides - The Free
Peoples and The Dark Servants. Then we added a
third element that would challenge both sides - The
Neutrals. Each player would control one 'nation' - 10
nations representing the side of Good (Gondor, Elves,
Dwarves, Men, etc..), 10 nations representing the

side of Evil (Nine Dark Riders and the Lieutenants of
Sauron), and 5 representing nations that could choose
either side - but must choose one side in order to end
the game and win.
We hoped in this way that the players would experience the overall view of their nation and yet operate
through the actions of their minions. Each nation has
its own set of strengths and weaknesses, following the
'historical' records of their nation. This means that no
two positions would play the same, but would ensure
that the positions would start off with equal chances
of victory. The forces of the Witch-king may choose to
strike fear in the hearts of the Free Peoples with the
use of their black mages, while the forces of the Dark
Lieutenants may rely on secret emissaries. The forces
of South Gondor may launch preemptive naval strikes
against their neutral neighbors, yet the quiet Woodmen
may strive for subtle success and steady growth with
the use of their silent agents.
To allow the players the greatest freedom of play,
and yet allow them a wealth of reference material, a
setting was chosen that is some 1500 years BEFORE
the War of the Ring! This era is vaguely discussed in
the works of Tolkien, but is well explored by the folks
at I.C.E.. This setting permits the players to explore
and ask 'what if', and also allows them to rewrite their
own version of the Third Age of Middle-earth.
The setting was then exhaustively researched to
find as many characters/heroes, cities, artifacts, etc.
that could be drawn from the actual and available literature. These findings were then presented to the
knowledgeable folks at I.C.E. for careful comparison
with their own research. Careful work then went towards assigning nations and characteristics to each and
every item found to ensure that they remained 'historically accurate' and yet balanced within the game mechanics.
Because of the available references and resources,
many players can enhance their chances of enjoyment
or victory by availing themselves of either the literature of Tolkien or the products of I.C.E.. Details about
almost every hero, and certainly every nation can be
found in either of the resources mentioned.
Of course, the One Ring must enter into the scene
somewhere. The setting historically dictates that the
One Ring is still lost and, although the Wise were to
discover much about it later on, the exact whereabouts
of the One Ring are unknown. Since the setting allows
the players to assume 'what if', then naturally the One
Ring may not currently reside where it did 1500 years
later. Discovery and possession of the One Ring are
also elements of the game. Important ones too, since
regardless of how fortunes fare for either side in terms
of diplomatic, economic, or military successes, the game
will end if the One Ring can be properly dealt with and
will result in victory for the side that does it.
There were other powerful artifacts in Middle-earth
as well and they deserved a place in the game
(Glamdring, Sting, The 3 Elven Rings, etc.). To this
end, more than 150 artifacts were considered significant enough to include - some belonging to heroes in
the game and some that were historically 'lost'. And
although these artifacts were fated to end up at certain
locations and in certain hands, there location and fate
in 1650 Third Age in unknown.

JRR Tolkien:
a Biography

Tolkien in army uniform, 1916

Tolkien was born on January 3,
1892 in Bloemfontein in the
Orange Free State (today a part of
South Africa), to Arthur Tolkien,
an English bank manager, and his
wife Mabel Tolkien (maiden name
Suffield). As far as is known, most
of Tolkien's paternal ancestors
were craftsmen. The Tolkien
family had its roots in Saxony
(Germany), but had been living in
England since the 18th century.
The surname Tolkien is anglicized
from Tollkiehn (i.e. German
tollkühn, "foolhardy"). The
character of Professor Rashbold in
The Notion Club Papers is a pun
on the name. Tolkien only had one
sibling, his brother Hilary Arthur
Reuel Tolkien, who was born on
February 17, 1894.
When he was three, Tolkien
went to England with his mother
and brother on what was intended
to be a lengthy family visit. His
father, however, died in South
Africa of a severe brain
haemorrhage before he could join
them. This left the family without
an income, so Tolkien's mother
took him to live with her parents
in Birmingham for a short time.
Soon after, in 1896, they moved
to Sarehole, then a Warwickshire
village, later annexed to
Birmingham. He enjoyed exploring
Sarehole Mill and Moseley Bog,
which would later inspire scenes
in his books.
Mabel tutored her two sons,
and Ronald, as he was known in
the family, was a keen pupil. She
taught him a great deal of botany,
and she awoke in her son the
enjoyment of the look and feel of
plants. Young Tolkien liked to draw
landscapes and trees. But his
favourite lessons were those
concerning languages, and his
mother taught him the rudiments
of Latin very early. He could read
cont p6

The tales of Tolkien dealt with
more than just Good vs. Evil and
so too, ME-PBM explores these
other areas as well. Besides the
primary issue of Good vs. Evil, the
nations must deal with the treachery and conflict all too common
even on their own side. The constant conflict between the Dwarves
and Elves, the Civil War of Gondor,
and the bickering between the various armies and leaders of darkness
to name just a few. These aspects
of Middle-earth were included by
allowing for one side to end the
game, but only the most powerful
nation(s) on the winning side to
claim victory. Furthermore, each
nation has individual goals that help
them toward becoming the most
powerful nation on their respective side, and many of these individual goals must only be achieved
at the expense of nations on their
own side.
Of course, the mechanics of the
various aspects of ME-PBM had
to be meticulously researched in order to ensure historical and internal consistency. For example,
much research went into historical
population levels and army size
limits in determining the rate at
which players could develop their
armies and how large armies could get. Also, since
ME-PBM is designed to follow the same seasons as
those of the northern hemisphere, turn by turn, the
terrain and climate of Middle-earth were closely studied in order to ensure that the climate in each location on the map was as close as possible to the real
climate as described in Tolkien's works. Even the
movement rates for characters, navies and armies
was exhaustively researched to restrict/allow only
such movement as was possible for the period. For
example, the famous 'Ride of the Rohirrim' was considered the benchmark for cavalry movement that
all were measured by. We wanted to be sure that is
was just possible to duplicate (under the right circumstances) that glorious ride.
Another important element added to the design
is the idea of the market. Each nation is permitted to
buy and sell its resource production with the free
market - caravans that trade with the nations. The
key element is that prices are not fixed, but rather
are controlled by the simple factors of supply and
demand. This allows the players to attempt to flood
the market in order to lower prices, or to corner the
market in order to drive prices up. This affords some
nations with real economic clout. This element of
the game proved difficult to properly design since
the whole mathematics involved in the study of such
dynamic systems is still very much guess work.
One extremely important aspect of The Lord of
the Rings that we wanted to include was the idea of
the 'Personal Challenge'. The fate of many a battle or
endeavor rested upon the results of such challenges.
Remembering the infamous battle between Gandalf
and the Balrog in Khazad-dum, the face to face encounter between Gandalf and the Witch-king and
then between Eomer and the Witch-king on the fields
outside of Minas Tirith come to mind. Indeed the
fate of the High Kings of Gondor rested and failed

because of the challenges issued to those kings by the
Ringwraiths of Mordor. Thus, ME-PBM allows for
such hero-to-hero challenges and these challenges often dictate the results of mighty battles and whole
campaigns.
There were many such elements of The Lord of the
Rings that we felt deserved inclusion in the game. One
final idea that deserves mention is the whole idea of the
'company' which runs throughout the books - the Fellowship of the Ring, the Company of the Nine Riders,
the companies of Elves that wandered Eriador, to name
a few. Thus ME-PBM allows groups of characters
(even those of different nations) to travel together towards common goals. These and other elements were
carefully considered to ensure that as many significant
aspects of Middle-earth as could be were included in
the game design.
When all was said and done, we wanted a game that
was rich in elements and theaters of operation. We
wanted to allow players to explore the tactical and
role-playing aspects of Middle-earth without having
to concern too much of their time with the overall
strategic picture, yet reward those players who wanted
to explore and utilize these elements. And most of all,
we wanted a format that made it easy to fill out the
turnsheet each time and yet made it difficult to master
all the various aspects of play. The expert wargamer
will find many challenges to their analytical side, while
the Middle-earth enthusiasts and creative role-players
will find a world rich and challenging to explore.
Middle-earth Play-By-Mail is a project that took
three years to design and was all together five and a
half years in the making. We hope that we have done
justice to the ideals and dreams of all the various contributors. Each of us had a different idea of what we
expected to see in the world of J.R.R. Tolkien. We
hope you find many of yours here as well.

by the age of four, and could write
fluently soon afterwards. He
attended King Edward's School,
Birmingham, St Phillip's School,
and Exeter College, Oxford.
His mother converted to
Roman Catholicism in 1900,
despite vehement protests by her
Baptist family. She died of
diabetes in 1904, when Tolkien
was 12, and he felt for the rest of
his life that she had become a
martyr for her faith; this had a
profound effect on his own
Catholic beliefs. Tolkien's devout
faith was significant in the
conversion of C. S. Lewis to
Christianity, and his writings
express Christian values and
contain
much
Christian
symbolism.
During his subsequent
orphanhood he was brought up
by Father Francis Xavier Morgan
of the Birmingham Oratory, in the
Edgbaston area of Birmingham.
He lived there in the shadow of
Perrott's Folly and the Victorian
tower of Edgbaston waterworks,
which may have influenced the
images of the dark towers within
his works.
He met and fell in love with
Edith Bratt (later to serve as his
model for Lúthien), and despite
many obstacles he succeeded in
marrying her, on March 22, 1916.

With his childhood love of
landscape, he visited Cornwall in
1914 and he was said to be deeply
impressed by the singular Cornish
coastline and sea. After graduating
from the University of Oxford
with a first-class degree in English
language in 1915, Tolkien joined
the British Army effort in World
War I and served as a second
lieutenant in the 11th batallion of
the Lancashire Fusiliers. His
batallion was moved to France in
1916, where Tolkien served as a
communications officer during the
Battle of the Somme, until he
came down with trench fever on
27 October, and was moved back
to England on 8 November. Many
of his fellow servicemen, as well
as several of his closest friends,
were killed in the war. During his
cont p9

Hall of Fame
Guboat game 18 (1650), and General Gunboat
Commentary
by Greg Shaffer
1st Colin Forbes (QA/FK)
2nd Tony Ackroyd (WK/BS)
3rd Greg Shaffer (SE/CA)
In the first gunboat game to complete the full 50
turns, at the end the Sinda/Cardolan player alone
faced a world of evil. Only the Dragon Lord/Corsair
combo and the Dark Lts/Rhudaur combo were
eliminated from the DS side. Early drops/eliminations
of North Gondor, Harad, & Woodmen, followed by
Northmen and Dwarfs, set a very difficult tone for
the FP from the start. General military control was
firmly in DS hands for most of the war.
They may not have known it at the time, but
the Dark Servants came very close to losing this war.
One of the major Dark Servant weaknesses was the
mage game. The Sinda/Cardolan alliance went to
extensive efforts (especially once the military war
began to look hopeless but this weakness was
identified) to protect and build mage assets while
systematically eliminating many DS mage assets. In
the end, the Sinda/Cardolan alliance owned all of the
spirit mastery artifacts (even those that were held
by DS for a time) and the only two curses squads in
the game.
The One Ring was located at 2523 (within
12 hexes of Barad-Dur) with many turns remaining
in the game, and its location was confirmed on several
occasions. With plenty of backup major towns, a
few military counterstrikes (read: diversions), a
strong cast of Cardolan/Sinda/recruited Noldo killers
(mages and agents alike), and more agent & stealth
artifacts than all other nations in Middle-Earth
combined, the Sinda/Cardolan alliance actually stood
a very solid chance of accomplishing five extremely
difficult things…first, locating the One Ring, second,
retrieving it, third, holding on to it long enough to get
it to Barad-Dur (owned by Sinda after defeating Dk
Lts by design; a definite advantage in gunboat games
for character battles at popcenters you own), fourth,
actually winning a One Ring character battle there
vs. eight dark servant nations (esp. with many DS
killers busy fighting in extreme northwestern middleearth), and fifth, successfully dumping the One Ring
into the fire.
Those who regard a One Ring victory as not
a “real” victory obviously don’t realize the large
amount of resources and planning and strategy and
mobilization and foresight and victory in battle and
the string of successful events that is
required…military victories are perhaps fairly simple
in comparison. One Ring pickup was attempted on
numerous turns with a large cast of extremely wellqualified and well-equipped Sinda & Noldo mages,
to no avail. Had it worked, the resulting sudden shift
in the tides of war might have looked much like it did
in the “real” history of Middle Earth: evil dominates
beyond hope, good creates a diversionary battle taking
the Nazgul out of range, Ring is dumped in the fire,
Sauron dies “unfairly” while barely having enough
time to realize how or why he has just been destroyed.
The Cardolan/Sinda alliance had the pleasure
and distinction of winning every single character war

that they were engaged in. Whenever DS characters
had the courage or misfortune to face the Cardolan/
Sinda agents or mages in battle, they lost:
Six confirmed dead Nazgul: Ji Indur, Akhorahil,
Dendra Dwar, Murazor, Khamul, Adunaphel.
Hoarmurath and Uvatha were both in range of a Sinda
curses squad one turn, but Ji Indur was chosen as the
target instead. A few others among the notable dead:
Urzahil, Tormog, Carrog, Angulion, Din Ohtar, Gaurhir,
Gothmog, Feagwath, numerous DrL and BS mages.
Of the starting eight Sinda characters, only Ohtar was
killed. Of the starting eight Noldo characters (most
absorbed by the Cardolan/Sinda alliance), harm came
only to Cirdan via sickness (after joining Cardolan, in a
2-turn character battle with the Cloud Lord that secured
the last of the curses artifacts from the DS and
eliminated “forever” the chance of the DS having a
curses squad), Gildor (dead before Noldo collapse),
and Elrond who was captured prior to Noldo collapse
(assumed still hostage, or perhaps executed by game
end).
Admittedly, DS agents did plenty of damage of
their own, but mainly against easy and predictable
(though productive) FP command targets in FP capitals
or recruiting bases, adding to the long list of hostage
characters and further removing hope of any serious
FP military action.
Note to self: rather than sending gold to allies
who may drop anyways, in my next FP gunboat game
I’ll spend the gold to move my capitals and create new
recruiting bases. The DS agent nations can’t share
targeting information with other players, so their agents
tend to target obvious areas like starting capitals and
recruiting bases and wouldn’t be able to tell all their
allies if they discovered that (or where) you moved
your capital. Note to MEGames: Once you buy out
GSI, please bring Middle-Earth back to reality - no
entire nation of peoples should ever be completely and
permanently debilitated just because a number of
individuals are held captive somewhere. Further, no
economy of an entire nation should have 50% of its
entire national budget allocated each turn to a handful
of enemy thieves and therefore not even be able to
employ new characters to lead its nation (i.e., move
690 to the end of the turn and/or decrease theft amounts
by 75%).
At game end, the Cardolan/Sinda alliance owned
several starting DS capitals in Mordor and was in no
danger of elimination, but military victory (and 50 turn
victory) clearly went to the DS. I would’ve enjoyed
the large character battle at Barad-Dur with the One
Ring, given more luck or more than 50 turns. You
prolific DS finally would have been forced to face my
large list of Nazgul-slayers in heated and extended
combat with the best of your characters, instead of
avoiding or running away from the wrath of the
Elves…that is, if the Ring didn’t make it to the fire
before you could catch up!
Well played to friend and foe alike. For those
who haven’t played gunboat, I believe it is more true
to Tolkien’s Middle Earth. Instead of a Middle Earth
with perfect and instant email communication to distant
lands, you can’t even get the most basic information
from your allies. I believe this simulates the isolation
and mistrust in Middle-Earth where the Elves and
Dwarfs wouldn’t even talk to each other, different races
of men were estranged even if on the same side, and

even the well-traveled company of the nine walkers didn’t know if they
would find friend or foe when they entered the lands of those who had
occasionally been allies in the past. Similarly, dark servants squabbled
amongst themselves or competed for glory or the affections of their
masters, or fought their own wars without constant and perfect knowledge
of what other dark servants were doing.
Also, gunboat serves well those of us who don’t have time to
massively coordinate with allies in every game (but don’t want to lose
merely because our opponents make better use of the Middle Earth
information age than we do). Turn planning goes fairly quickly when all
you have is your own information and your own two nations’ orders to
write. The lack of information and control over what’s going on in the
rest of the world is compensated for with the mystery and realism of
what is transpiring in a somewhat unknown bigger picture…and how
your strategies will fit into that based on limited information. Then
there is the rush of information and conversation from allies and enemies
alike once the game ends and you are allowed to talk to each other! I
didn’t even know if some of my friends & enemies from other games
(specified as “do not talk to about this game”) were my enemies or my
allies in the gunboat scenario! The suspense was dreadful and it was
great to finally talk to them about the game once it was finally over.

Flagship Challenge Cup: the story of Game 33
by Laurence G. Tilley
To start the Flagship Challenge Cup, the team I play with regularly, The
Sarumen, were awarded the Flagship Cup (by virtue only of our
reputation for charm and good looks) and invited to defend it and thus
legitimise our claim. We have now done so. Here are some of the highlights
of game 33, a Third Age circa 1650 game, told from the perspective of
the three nations which I played.
The pre-game
I'd expressed a preference to the team to play The Witch King long
before this specific game was planned. I'd played it in a recent game, and
felt I'd made a pig's ear of the job. I was keen to do better, and apply
some lessons which I had noted from my mistakes. Playing WiK as part
of an experienced team, is totally different to playing WiK in an open
game. Against any reasonable opposition team, the position has a built
in obsolescence and does not stand a chance unless it gets a total
commitment to continued funding from the other allied nations. This
team fully understood that, most having had experience of playing WiK
themselves.
Expressing no preference for another nation, I agreed to having
the Dog Lord as my second nation. DoL is sound and often interesting.
All happy, my satisfaction turned to horror when, as this was to be a
pre-aligned neutrals game, the opposition team chose Rhudaur to be
aligned from turn 0 as a Free People. Rhudaur is by far the weakest and
least loved of the 25 nations in a standard 1650 game, but that's because
it starts as a neutral power, in an exposed location, with big armies
which it can't afford to support. Pre-aligned as FP, with the Dunlendings
selected as the nation to be removed from play from turn 0, Rhudaur,
has nothing to do but slam its starting armies into WiK, while his allies
Arthedain, Cardolan, Woodmen, Dwarves and Noldo Elves rush up
behind him, and pour gold into his coffers. So our first loss was at the
pre-game negotiation table. I protested, and asked (hopefully) if the
team really still wanted me to play WiK. I got little sympathy!
The team
Richard Devereux, Mike Sankey and I have played Middle Earth Playby-Mail together now for several years, and we seem to complement
each other fairly well. Kenneth "The Crazy American" Weed, has been
with us now for over a year. Between us, the organisation was good, and
the debate always healthy. To me this is the key to success in prearranged team games - it never fails to surprise me how often a creative
solution comes out of an extended disagreement about how to proceed.
The more you talk, the more likely it is that someone suddenly sees a
bright opportunity. Mark Stuckey had played with us a number of
times before, but went quiet, then left us early in the game. No disharmony
here, both our exiting players left due to "real world" issues. David

Clemmensen, with whom we'd played for years, also went on turn 10.
This was a severe loss, as David's passion for, and technical knowledge
of the game are equalled only by his maths brain.
The heavy administrative burden of a die hard ME game, was
shared out well, Mike co-ordinating mage actions, Ken producing detailed
agent plans and Richard giving the Chancellor of the Exchequer a run for
his money, with his economic marvel plans.
The opening turns
What a gimmie! Just before the game started, one of our opposition
players had his strategy article published in "News from Bree" with
another just a few turns in. What could be more useful than a manifesto
of his ideas on how to win? I was delighted. Actually, with the exception
of one brightly argued aspect, I disagreed with virtually everything he
had to say - Newbies out there should always treat "strategy articles"
with caution, because the people who really know how to win, are often
those who know how to keep their mouths shut about the best "tricks
of the trade".
So I was more than self-satisfied in my initial delight... A few
turns later, I was definitely feeling as if I had blown my trumpet too
soon. The enemy armies were all over the place. They attacked
everywhere, except Mordor itself, a strategy which should I thought,
prove disastrous... but knock me down with a feather, it seemed to be
working. And the pressure on all our outlying holdings was heavy and
continuous even later in the game, when they finally began their assaults
on the homeland. Our enemy had torn up the rulebook, and it seemed to
be working. Worst of all, one of them had actually told us what he was
going to do in advance, and we'd still not been able to turn that to our
advantage.
The Witch King
As I thought was inevitable with the pre-aligned Rhudaur, the Witch
King's Angmar holdings were quickly and systematically burned in the
first few turns. In deep depression, I sent my starting armies on a
gambler's flanking move towards the Rhudaur capital, as the team agreed
there was no better option than this bad one. It failed, not unexpectedly.
I fought to defend the major population centres, but was hugely
outnumbered and the enemy made no mistakes in their organisation and
timing.
Massive influxes of gold, particularly from Haradwaith, meant
that I could drop taxation right down, recruit maximum troop numbers
and name characters. While there was nothing that could be done for
Angmar, this did mean I could develop strong characters to contribute to
the team's character war, run a major town in Mordor, and still manage
to keep a capital in the Grey Mountains. The Free People came in force
to it three times, but by then I had dragons in place, so they were toast
on each occasion.
The Dog Lord
As usual there was huge debate about what the Dog Lord should do with
his starting cavalry. There are those who have made positive starts in
other games, by galloping out into the plains and burning enemy
population centres - it's always, they'll let you know, a credit to their
own tactical genius rather than poor play by the opposition, or a dollop
of luck. Nonetheless, I was persuaded to try, carrying big "emotional
baggage" from my previous game, where I'd upset sensitive personalities
on another team, by holding back the Dog Lord cavalry - a tactic which
had worked excellently in military terms, but put a considerable drain on
the economy. To my surprise, the move out from Mordor went
unchecked.
Full of optimism, I managed to meet up with Richard's Dragon
Lord cavalry in the plains. The enemy had moved nothing towards
Mordor, in fact we had no evidence to suggest what they had done. Were
they hiding under their beds? We decided to avoid the next of four major
Eothraim towns near Mirkwood, usually referred to as the Eoplex, and
race for their major town near the sea of Rhun.
We reached the Rhun road, and were there engaged by an Eothraim
army - but we had numbers on our side, and with luck, thought we might
have enough after the battle to still burn a pop... And then, imagine our
shock... not only did we not survive with a good number, we did not
survive the battle at all. Our estimate of the enemy numbers had been

completely incorrect, and our starting cavalry was gone having achieved
nothing. If they'd have gone for Mordor at that point, we'd have been in
real trouble. But no doubt they were mind locked into their master
strategy by then. Rome Total War players will know '"Hannibal knew
how to gain a victory, but not how to use it" - Marhabal'.
Quiet Avenger
I inherited this position when David Clemmensen left us on turn 10. I
was immediately impressed by what a great shape it was in. He had held
off all the initial efforts of the pre-aligned Corsair, and still managed to
get down a number of camps. The only problem was that he had done so
at the expense of capital command orders - turn 10, and no enemy
nations had been downgraded in relations. That made the nation vulnerable
to enemy character actions, but fortunately they did not ever seem to
guess that. There was one surprising moment in the QAv game, when a
Cardolan army appeared unexpectedly out of the desert, and trashed
my scratch built major town - he had of course made his own scratch
built major town in the desert just off my map. It was a
worry, then a nuisance, but not much
more. If he'd have shown just a little
more patience, and come with a
bigger army, he would have
caused me much more of a
problem.
The Turning Point
We reached turn 11 at the start
of July 2004, and things were
starting to look very grim
indeed. It's often said in 1650
that the FP have to have made
a significant impact before turn
10 in order to win. They had
not broken into Mordor, which
is what the "significant impact"
usually means, but everything else was
ablaze, our economy was spiralling down and down, the camp limit had
been met, and we knew huge FP forces were Mordor bound - they had
nowhere left to burn.
At this point I conceived "Operation Barnacle" a plan which
called for almost all of our character resources to be sent South West to
to Umbar Peninsua. I argued that by so doing, we could aspire to wipe
out the Corsair's roster of commanders, which, if it did not put him out
of the game, would allow us access to the one set of population centres
which we might take, and aspire to hold on to - we were at the point of
economic ruin, with no hope of pop centre gains anywhere else. In
Umbar we could hope to use our garrotes to forge a local military
superiority zone, even though we were becoming overwhelmed
everywhere else on the map. The cost was that it would take 2 turns for
our characters to get down there, and 2 turns to get back - just at the time
when the full FP hammerhead was expected to descend on Mordor.
The team took a lot of persuading, but eventually realised that if
we did not try something creative, we were going to lose. Barnacle
worked like a dream, with some highly detailed planning, in which almost
every character move was debated and refined. The boost to our morale
was as significant as anything else - having struggled to persuade the
team in to the scheme, I had even more of a struggle to persuade them
that it was time to start pulling characters out once we had achieved
military superiority. Mordor took heavy damage in the meantime, but
we got our agents back just in time, and our curse squads (eventually
three of them) were starting to form up. Barnacle had proved that we
had the capacity to remove (almost) all the commanders of a given
enemy nation, and we would move on to do it to North Gondor and
South Gondor, as and when we could bear to take resources from the
defence of Mordor.
The Enemy's Worst Mistake
In the early part of the game, our worst fear was what we knew as "The
Gildor Company". The opposition had evidently decided not to bother
seriously contending for the main curse and agent artefacts, but Gildor,
and at least one other agent, began touring early, and made some really
damaging kills. They went to some of our capitals, and made some

unforeseen kills there, just at a time when the economy was on the verge
of collapse, and it was our important commodity selling orders which
were being disrupted by the unseen assassins. And then... just as we
were starting to wet ourselves about the problem... it stopped.
There were three turns in which this company had limited
success, so it may have been that the opposition made the very common
ME error, of basing a theory of success or failure probability on a small
data set - I just failed three times in a row, therefore I will fail again next
turn. It could have been that the Noldo player lost his bottle - after all,
we were having to debate each turn whether or not to pull our agents
back to lay "traps for Gildor". But for whatever reason, the Gildor
company pulled out of Mordor, just at the moment when it was really
hurting. He then spent several turns chasing Richard's Haradwaith
commanders Richard was dismissive, and rightly so, they
were a matter of very much peripheral
significance.
The Lowest Point
Another one from my broad
knowledge of the classics (er that's
Rome Total War actually) '"I am
more afraid of our own mistakes
than of our enemies' designs."
- Pericles.' At the end of
September, with the race back
from Operation Barnacle a
matter of some debate, we hit
turn 17. Morannon had
burned, and all resources
within range were applied to
reinforce the breach at the
North West gate of Mordor.
The West gate however, was
safe. Huge Free armies were
pressing it, but we had Duran of
the Dragon Lord present, and his army had
Dragon Itangast signed up ready to roast. And then... Duran was
challenged out by the enemy commander Elatar. The army disbanded,
the dragon flew away, and the Fire King capital lay undefended.
I was sick as a parrot, all Duran needed to have done was issue
the Refuse Challenge order and we'd have avoided losing another capital.
But I wasn't angry with Richard, playing the Dragon Lord, but rather
with the whole team, especially myself. He'd actually commented that
he considered it very unlikely that Elatar, who did not have a subcommander, and who we doubted knew about the dragon, would risk his
huge army on a 50/50 challenge. And he’d asked for comments on the
situation. In the debating of other matters, none of us had picked up the
fact that Duran did not have a sub-commander either, nor had our alarm
bells rung by the over-confident assessment, and the severity of risk
which hung upon the consequent order.
The end game
The fact that we survived the loss of yet another capital, and still did not
lose any of our 12 nations was remarkable. The Free People played a
blinder of a game, and in particular their economic play was nothing
short of brilliant. I almost lost the Witch King right near the end, when
the tax rate was forced up to 75% through what normally would have
been a very minor error. We were flying that close to the wire - all 12
nations were flirting with bankruptcy to an extent which was almost
obscene.
We were however organised enough to hold Mordor, even if we
were defending the very last rampart, and meanwhile our agents, cursers,
scouts and intelligence mages had become a ruthlessly efficient machine.
Any icon thought to be potentially Gondorian was covered by cursers
or high level assassins, and the detailed plan for the gutting of all the
Eothraim commanders had been cross checked and approved, when the
news of the enemy surrender came in on turn 22, December 2004. It was
a little unexpected, since they had fought so ferociously up until their
point, but it is probably a credit to their intelligence, and good grasp of
the game, that they correctly assessed that Christmas had come, and
they were the turkey. Thanks to a fine opposition, and an excellent set
of team mates, for a thoroughly enjoyable game. Roll on the next one.

recovery in a cottage in Great
Haywood, Staffordshire he began
to work on what he called The
Book of Lost Tales, beginning with
The Fall of Gondolin.
Tolkien's first civilian job after
World War I was at the Oxford
English Dictionary (among others,
the entries for wasp and walrus
are his). In 1920 he took up a post
as Reader in English language at
the University of Leeds, but in
1925 he returned to Oxford as a
Professor of Anglo-Saxon. In 1945
he moved to Merton College,
Oxford, becoming the Merton
Professor of English Language and
Literature, in which post he
remained until his retirement in
1959.

Merton College, Oxford
It may be significant that
Tolkien disliked intensely the
devouring of the English
countryside by the suburbs, even
though, given his profession, he
generally found it convenient to
live in them. But for most of his
adult life he eschewed automobiles,
preferring to ride a bicycle. Tolkien
and Edith had four children: John
Francis Reuel (November 17,
1917), Michael Hilary Reuel
(October, 1920), Christopher
Reuel (1924) and Priscilla Anne
Reuel (1929). During the 1950s,
Tolkien spent many of his long
academic holidays at the home of
his son John Francis in Stoke-onTrent.
Engraved on the stone at
Wolvercote Cemetery, Oxford,
where he and his wife are buried,
are the names Beren and Lúthien,
paying homage to one of the great
love stories of his fictional Middleearth.

Rhunning on Empty
by James Amberson

Recently, I played my first grudge match, also my
first time as 2950 Rhun. My nation was Free-aligned
at start-up, with no KE nation. I now understand
why players do not want to play this nation. Rhun
is a victim waiting for a perpetrator.

Population Centers: Similar to the proposed map, the
nation’s pops are consolidated around the inland Sea.
This is intended to better reflect Rhun as an Eastern
buffer zone nation. The following alternative pop
center placement is suggested:

Rhun has very little to offer, either neutral or allied.
The pop centers are poorly placed, none have gold,
most are in winter-susceptible climates, and all are
under-defended. The map is nearly identical to the
Northmen’s, and while there are many plains hexes
to camp, the climate is cold and offers little new
gold. The characters are poor, and the most useful
starting character, Huz, rarely starts at the capitol.
Unlike other neutrals, this nation doesn’t have a
strong point.

3712 Burh Marhling, Village w/Tower
4015 Dol Calenmir, Camp
4112 Wintirion Iaur, Town w/Tower and starting
Navy
4221 Tir Lithui, Village and starting Army
4318 Mistrand, Major Town w/Fort and starting
Army CAPITOL
4411 Romenovod, Village (upgraded)
4420 Surubekon, Camp (added)
4014 Ruins w/Tower

Nor does the current set-up allow any time or room
for Rhun to develop, to influence the balance of
power in its region. Other neutrals can impact their
region through solid pop development or by
advantageous location. Currently, Rhun has neither
of these options. The Free don’t desire a weak ally
with a duplicate map. The DS don’t desire a weak
ally who will drain their limited gold, regardless of
the map. The only reason to recruit Rhun is to keep
it out of enemy hands. Worse, stories circulate of
both sides attacking Rhun on turn one, to remove it
as a nuisance. Further, aggressive play will not win
allies or impress neighbors. The DS are likely happy
to watch Rhun exhaust itself weakening the
Northmen. And except for a few stray pops, the
Mordor nations are too far away to be good targets.
Unfortunately, Rhun has little to offer, no time to
develop, and everyone to fear. This nation really is
a perpetrator’s dream victim.

Regarding these changes, others have stated that they
believe the Northmen would never allow a neutral to
have a capitol next-door to their own. I agree; this is a
play balance issue that handicaps two already weak
nations. Therefore, 4318 becomes the new capitol and
4014 is now a ruins. Shifting a village north of the river
to 3712 places it in a more defensible location, and
allows Rhun influence over the local bridge crossings.
Placing a town at 4112 gives a base for the fleet, but
changes the circumstances. Villages placed at 4411 and
4221 provide some development options once an
allegiance is chosen. A camp at 4015 adds gold and
metals. Notably, pops are shifted away from
Morannon and out of the far north to improve defense,
production and character movement.

Suggested Improvements
While a perfect set-up is unrealistic, improvements
could make for a more playable neutral with
something to offer either allegiance. What follows
are suggestions that hopefully improve the
playability without unbalancing play. Current startup information for 2950 Rhun can be found on the
MePbm Forum at http://www.pbmforum.com/.
Other background is available on the Bobbins
website (http://www.middleearthpbm.co.uk/) and
from “Building a Healthy Economy” by Mark
Pinsonneault (Issue 20, News From Bree).
Map: The current Rhun map shows mostly plains
north of Mordor, leaving the eastern map edge
unrevealed. This makes defending new pops
anywhere on this map difficult. If the map were
shifted southeast, to a range from 3610 to 4410 and
from 3622 to 4422, then it would reveal the board
edge to Rhun. This change would also have value to
both allegiances; to the Free if they plan a backdoor
attack, and to the DS if they try to outflank inland
Sea. This also gives the Rhun some map area to call
its own, similar to Dunland, the Corsairs or the
Easterlings.

Characters: Rhun’s characters are weak, but changes
are not necessary if this nation is to be a developing
neutral. There are plenty of commanders, agent skill is
present, and two starting mages are a welcome sight.
Focused emissary skill, however, is lacking. Therefore,
Huz should start as an independent character at the
capitol, to provide the ability to name new emissaries
on turn one, at the less expensive rate.
Starting Nation Abilities: ‘Hire New Commanders at
40’ is ok, if Rhun replaces its two 30-Commanders
turn one, which ties well with ‘Bonus to Challenge
Rank’ ability. However, the gold spent doing so is
needed for new emissaries, not marginally improved
commanders. And the ‘Better Morale w/out Food’
ability does little to improve combat. Basically, Rhun’s
special nation abilities are of limited value. Comparing
the neutrals using the values set forth in MePBM Forth
Age rules, Rhun gets 7,000 points of SNAs, equaling
Khand and the Corsairs (both which have better setups). Dunland gets 15,000 points for two useful agent
abilities, and The White Wizard gets 13,000 points for
the ability to hire armies at no cost. Rhun is again the
poor cousin at the family picnic.
Better choices for Rhun might be ‘Conjure Mounts’,
which seems obvious given the nation’s background,
and ‘Scout/Recon +20’ since Rhun needs information
more than it needs challenge ranks. Also, ‘No Morale
Loss on Forced March’ should be added for the
guaranteed long marches, and ‘Uncover Secrets at 40’

face to
face
Hello there - we're looking to get a
FTF game in the US (where we
get around 20-24 players turn up
at one location and play a game of
Middle Earth from start to
completion.)
This takes a w/end of gaming
- great fun and an excellent
opportunity to meet some allies
from years past. Excellent for
picking up some tips on play as
well.
We're specifically looking to
set up games in;
UK (Cardiff) around Late March
- early June
Copenhagen Sometime in August
US - dates to be arranged.
For US players we'd need a
location and player numbers. If
you are interested then get in
touch with your details, and
locations that you are happy to
travel to. -- Clint

Payments to Middle Earth PBM
Games not Harlequin. 5% charge
for UK Credit card payments &
you can pay directly through our
website (World Pay [WP] will
appear on your statement).
You can also set up a monthly
payment with us for a SET
amount taken from your credit
card at the beginning of each
month. Ask for more details if
interested.
If your account is low funds
there will be an administration
charge of £1 for the first turn, and
50p for subsequent turns on Low
funds.
Note that CC payments are
accepted in the following
currencies: UK£, US$ & AUS$ as
well as some other currencies.

newS from bree
My thanks to everyone who has
sent articles. I am still looking for
more though! Please try to keep
your articles to about 900 words
(or shorter), otherwise I may have
to edit you severely!
Editor: Colin Forbes,
2A Guinea Street, Exeter, Devon
nfbree@yahoo.co.uk

Strategy & Tactics: The Eothraim
by Steve Muller
['Bree' has traditionally been rather short on strategy articles -- which is a shame, since the thing people most often ask for is just that! In the hope of
inspiring some articles along these lines, here's a
piece that was first published in Whispers of the Wood
- Ed.].
The task facing the Eothraim is a daunting one. Residing at the northern reaches of Rovanian Plains,
you are responsible for containing, an defeating the
forces exiting from northern mordor. Deterring the
Easterling from overwhelming the unprepared
Northmen also falls to your nation. While difficult in
the best of circumstances, the eothraim can succeed
at this assignment.
Three advantages that the Eothraim possess
in every game are their map, tax base, and the most
powerful starting army. Every turn, the Eothraim
can spy the northern face of Mordor, and when combined with the Northmen and Woodmen, have a total
view of region. The Eothraim have 5 major towns, to
recruit, and offset the considerable strain place on
there economy by there pure cavalry army.
Due to the certain combat that faces the
Eothraim, constant recruiting must begin, and continue at all major population centers. Troop losses
will be dramatic, and difficult to replace. There are
three, and possibly a fourth opponent that the
Eothraim must battle. The easiest to deal with is the
long rider. With the army in the south-east region,
the Eothraim must engage the starting long rider army
emerging from western Mordor. If defeated, then the
Northmen and Sinda should have little difficulty dealing with the remaining Long Rider military.
The remaining opposition, Dendra Dwar and
Urzahil require a different approach. A limited offense,
and a defense in depth can limit the damage caused
by these rampaging forces. Any offensive action
should be limited to two basic objectives. The first is
retaining control of all town/towers in the region.
These include the north gondor possessions, and the
town at the entrance to Morannon. These sites represent static defense points, to block enemy movement. Three of the five sites in question site astride
crossroads that see traffic every turn. The second
objective is to destroy any current, and future evil

population centers on the outer ring of mordor. If successful, the elimination of these sites will restrict he
economies of both Dendra Dwar and Urzahil.
In defense of your nation, you will need more
then a report from the Woodmen, and Northmen maps.
You will need the Northmenís northern force to protect your homeland, until replacement armies are generated for defense. Using the mobility of your armies,
establish a defense line along the road at the 16 row,
with the fortified towns as anchors. Your objective
here is to keep the enemy between your forces and
Mordor. Then next turn, run these armies down, and
engage them in combat.
Once in army combat , the Eothraim player
will meet his nations greatest strength and weakness.
Your superior armies are lead by commanders inferior
to those leading the hosts of Mordor. Your best action
is to refuse personal challenge, and attack. Remember
your objective. The destruction of these starting enemy armies achieves the removal of the enemies mobile forces, and the destruction the food in these armies. Mordor, while possessing a wealth of metal, is
not conducive to providing food, mounts or leather.
Once eliminated, the evils will have a difficult time
replacing mounted units. The destruction of these
forces, as well as your own being reduced, your finances will improve, and the evil nations will be forced
to march out of supply heavy infantry up towards
your nation. Given that only one major town resides
on the outer ring of Mordor, many of the advancing
enemy forces will be recruited from inside Mordor, a
longer march.
If you can eliminate the mobile threat from
Mordor, and replace your starting forces with fresh
recruits, you can face the Easterlings with confidence.
Your goal is to eliminate his forward towns. Use small
armies to burn his undefended population centers, on
is to place camps in the northern reaches of the plains.
Out of reach, and beyond the sight of Mordor, providing you with abundant amounts of food, leather, and
mounts. Establish a production goal, of 10,000 units
of food per turn. That should enable you to finance
your war effort indefinitely.
Killing off the mobility of the Mordor nations,
and eliminating the Long Rider army near Mordor
should be your primary defensive objectives. Keeping
the northern slope of Mordor clear of evil population
center your primary offensive goal. Accomplish this,
and you have taken two giant steps in defeating evil,
and ensuring victory for your side.

